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ABSTRACT

The physics of using a radioastronomy receiver as an in—situ detector of plasma, and in some
cases of molecules and dust grains is reviewed, and applied to ICE encounter with comet
Ciacobini—Zinner. In the comet’s plasma tail, the receiver recorded mostly quasi—thermal
plasma noise. The spectroscopy of that noise yields the density and temperature of the main
(cold) electron population, and parameters of hot electrons. The absence of grain detection
yields a quantitative upper limit on grain mass or flux. ~n additionnal diagnosis is
provided by partial occultations of both the radio galactic noise and the terrestrial
kilometric radiation. Implications for comparison with earth—based measurements are
indicated.

INTRODUCTION

On 11 September 1985, the ICE spacecraft passed 7800 km down the tail of comet Giacobini—
Zinner, at — 21 km/s relative velocity. The radio astronomy receiver on board, which had
been initially designed to track solar radioemissions /1/, provided an accurate diagnosis of
the plasma electrons in the comet’s tail and gave also an upper limit of dust mass or flux
/2,3/.

This performance was made possible because the antennas and receiver were, by chance,
ideally suited to allow spectroscopy of the plasma thermal noise in the quiet cold and dense
comet’s tail. This plasma diagnosis proved complementary of the more conventional plasma
analysor /4/, which was suited for measuring the solar wind plasma but not the colder and
denser cometary one.

The ICE radioastronomy experiment measures the electric field power spectrum at frequencies
between 30 kllz and 2 MHz with two antennas (Figure 1) (1) a dipole, made of two thin long
wires 90 m tip—to—tip (perpendicular to the spin axis) ; (2) a monopole made of one thick
short boom (parallel to the spin axis) mounted such that the receiver measures the voltage
between the boom and the spacecraft. We show in the next Section that this configuration is
very interesting the long dipole is mainly sensitive to the thermal noise of the ambient
plasma and is not perturbed by the spacecraft floating potential or proper sheath ; the
monopole detects mainly the noise due to plasma particles impacts on (or photoelectron
emission from) the spacecraft. Both can detect molecules or dust impacts on respectively the
dipoles (1) or the spacecraft (2) whenever the impact rate and velocity are sufficient to
generate appreciable secondary charged particles emission.

- Monopole

Dipole antenna

Fig. 1. Sketch of the radio astronomy antennas on the ICE spacecraft, roughly on scale,
showing the huge extension of the dipole antenna with respect to other scalelengths.
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Over more than 20000 km on each side of the point of closest approach to the comet, the
dipole detected mainly the plasma thermal noise (Figure 3). The spectroscopy of that noise
allowed to obtain the cometary electron parameters and provided an upper limit for the dust
flux or mass. At larger distances, till about 100.000 km, the noise spectra were less quiet
and allowed only a measure of the density and temperature of the main electron population.

The above in situ detection is based on an unconventional use of the radio receiver. Though
no comet proper radioemission was detected, a conventional use was also performed whenever
the cometary plasma occulted partially the galactic radio source and broadened the earth
kilometric radiation /5/. This provided informations on the large scale three—dimensional
structure of the comet.

This paper discusses the physics of the measurement process, the main results obtained, and
some implications for ground—based experiments.

USING A RADIO-RECEIVER TO DETECT PLASMA, MOLECULES OR GRAINS

The conventional use of a radio receiver is the detection of electromagnetic waves from
remote sources. But, since electric antennas are sensitive to local electrostatic field
fluctuations, they can also be used as in—situ detectors. The first question is

What Produces Voltage Fluctuations on an Antenna, in a Cometary Environment ?

ptasmci cloud
expansion and

recollection

e. or. I

/// // /////////////////// ////
Target

Fig. 2. Local sources of electric noise on an antenna The relevant target is either the
antenna or the spacecraft conductive surface, depending wether the antenna is in a dipole or
a monopole configuration, respectively.

The answer is (Figure 2) : a) the passage of electrons or ions in the proximity of the
antenna, owing to their thermal agitation and b) all other processes yielding a variation of
the antenna’s electric charge, namely the impacts of electrons or ions, the emission of
photoelectrons due to solar irradiation, the secondary emission of electron or ions due to
molecule impacts and, finally, the dust grain impacts yielding a plasma cloud, a part of
which is subsequently recollected.

The former process, which is known as the plasma thermal noise (or “quasi—thermal” in the
absenceof thermal equilibrium), has the best diagnosis value, as illustrated in Figure 1
a dipole sufficiently long and thin will sense the nearly unperturbed ambient plasma.

On the other hand, the latter processes depend on the number of impacting or emitted charged
particles and of their trajectories, which in turn depend on both the floating d—c potential
and the nature of the target through the emission yield. Another important point to be
clarified is what is the target which detects the impacts ? For a symmetric dipole
antenna, the receiver measures the potential between the two arms ; thus the relevant target
is the antenna surface /2/ since an impact on the conductive spacecraft’s skin produces
nearly the same potential on the two antenna arms. On the other hand, for a monopole
antenna, the receiver detects the potential between the antenna and the spacecraft ; thus,
all impacts, wether they are on the antennas or on the spacecraft are detected ; therefore,
the relevant target is the spacecraft conductive skin itself since it has generally a much
larger surface than the antenna.

Indeed, the ICE dipole measuredmainly the plasma thermal noise, while the monopole detected
mainly the plasma impact noise.
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Plasma Thermal Noise

The plasma thermal noise is due to the electrostatic fluctuations associated to the natural
motion of the charged particles. For calculating it, the plasma collective properties and
spatio—temporal dispersion play a crucial role. First, let us consider frequencies f of the
order of magnitude of the electron plasma frequency f~. For f < f

0, the electrons have
enough time to react, i.e. the temporal dispersion is small; since t~he plasma tends to be
neutral, each electron is “sheathed” so that its potential does not extend farther than the
Debye length LD. Thus, a passing—by thermal electron with velocity vth — LD w induces on

the antenna a voltage pulse of duration 11w . This explains why the noisy spectrum is

“white” at low frequencies. p

On the other hand, for f ) f , the spatio—temporal d1sp~r~ion is important and the thermal
motions produce plasma waves,~of wave number k — (1—f If ) IL . Since the antenna of length
L is mostly sensitive to waves k — IlL, the noise sp~ctrum w’Ill have a peak just above
if L/L,,~ ~ 1, but would exhibit only a smooth variation around f~ for shorter antennas. This
explains why this so—called “plasma line”, when measured with an actual antenna /6/ is not
exactly at f f~ and is not at all a “line” if L/LD ~ 1. This simple description concerns a
thermal plasma ; a small quantity of suprathermal electrons (by small we mean a quantity
which changes negligibly the real part of the plasma dispersion equation) will only modify
the spectrum for f — f since they interact with waves of phase velocity of order their
proper velocity, i.e. mush nearer to f~ than thermal electrons.

Thus, a plasma electron noise detector must have a frequency range including f and a length
L� ~ as was the case for the ICE dipole antenna during the comet encounter &igure 3).
In general, the calculation of the electrostatic noise power spectrum on a linear antenna
(aligned with the Oz axis) involves an integration of the plasma electric field fluctuation
spectrum <E E ) /7/, as /6, 8, 9/

z z ~ v
2~~ I d3k <EE> ~, j (~2 (1)

(2x)
where J(~) is the Fourier transform of the antennacurrent distribution,
i.e.J(~) 4 sin2(k L/2)Ik2~L for a thin wire dipole (L is the length of one arm) and

J (t) = 2 sin (k
5L~2)/k~ for a dipole consisting of two small spheres distant by L.

Equation (1) can sometimes 1~e~ap.,pro~jimated analytically /6, 9, 10/. Table 1 shows the power
spectrum V

2 in units of 10 V’~Hz , ~or a plasma of temperature T (eV), density n (cnr3)
and an antenna length L> LD = 7 (T/n)~, as a function of the parameter x f/fr

TABLE 1 Plasma Thermal Noise

x f/f dipole wire antenna dipole sphere antenna

x< 1 40T n½L~

x> 1 + (D)2 65 T ~ X 1.5 T½ ~2
1-x (l-x)~

The above expressions are to be modified if the ambient magnetic field is important /11/ or
if a Doppler shift changesthe frequency of the ion contribution to the spectrum /12/.
In the presence of a small quantity of suprathermal electrons with temperature TN tT, the
noise is roughly multiplied by t at the peak~/8/, and by the ratio of total pressure to cold
pressure at high frequencies ( (w/w) > t ) /6/.

— Fig. 3. Typical noise spectrum measured during
the cometary encounter. The continuous line is

Thermal the th~oretical plasma with nc — 37 cm3, Tc
— Noise ~._._._.._.._. = 5.l0’~ KT~ 1.5 cm3, T 5. iO~K;

/ Galactic time 11 06 ~4 UT). The ear~hkilometric
TKR . radiation appears sometimes nearco Noise 200 kHz, while the galactic noise is

~ ~ . I above 300 kHz. The continuous horizontal
line is at the 10—14 V2Hz~ level at the

— — — ~,, ,/( rec:iver ports; the dashed—dotted lines are 10

30 100 300
Frequency (kHz)
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Impact or Emission Noise

General expression. This noise is due to any process which transfers a charge between the
antennas (or the spacecraft, in the monopole configuration) and the plasma. Each individual
event produces a variation of potential dV(t), and N independant events per unit time yield
a power spectrum 2 2

V — 2 N I6v(w)I (2)

where dV(w) is the Fourier transform of ÔV(t). If the events are not identical, Equation

(2) has to be replaced by a sum (discrete or continuous) over the events.
What is the form of ÔV(w) ? Let ¶ be the rise time of the signal dV(t) and c its decay
time (Figure 4). The decay time is rdue to the discharge currents through both t~e receiver
and the plasma ; K and C being respectively the total resistance and capacitance of the
system, it is of the form

RC (3)

It is generally larger than the rise time w , which depends on the dynamics of the
transferred charge Q. Then, the general form of tf~e spectrum is easily seen to be /10, 13/

v2_NQ
2 1 1 (4)

2 C2 w2 1+ w2 v~ l+l/w2.cd2

At frequencies u — 2 n f ~ t~, each event is viewed by the re_cfiver as an
1infinitesimal

pulse, yielding a white spectr~.n ; at intermediate frequencies ~cd çt w ~ , each event
is viewed as a step function, yielding an f

2 power spectrum ; at high frequemncies,each
event is characterized by the discontinuity of its derivative in the rising part, yielding a
generic f4 power spectrum (Figure 4). Note that Equation (4) is ~xact only in these
particular frequency ranges ; or if the rising part has the form (l_et~~r) H(t), 11(t) being
the unit step function ; otherwise, the exact spectrum at the transition between the three
regimes depends on the details of the variation dV(t).

Fig. 4 Potential induced on the antenna,
due a transfer of charge from (or to)
the plasma, and correspondingtypical

intermediate and high

time

—1 frequency

d r

Now, we investigate the particular cases of plasma impacts, photoelectron emission,
molecules and grains impacts.

Plasma impacts and photoelectron emission. The impact of one electron or ion yields a
transfer of charge Q — e between the plasma and the target, when the ref lexion and
secondary emission are small (as is the case for the particle energies considered in this
paper). Likewise, a photoelectron emission produces a transfer Q—e.

To calculate the rise time ~ , we note that when the charge Q is at a distance r
sufficiently far from the surface, it induces a voltage small with respect to
that (— Q/C) produced when it has reached it. Typically, r — Mm (La, D), where LD takes
account of the Debye shielding and D is the scale relevant to calculafe the capacitance C
for a wire dipole antenna of length L (C cC. L) D — L ; for a double sphere antenna of
radius a (Coca) D — a ; for a monopole antenna where the target is the spacecraft ofsize DSIC, D—DS/C. Thus Wr nv where v is the particle’s velocity in the spacecraft frame.
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In practice, one has generally D ) LD, thus Vr — ~ for plasma electrons.

Now, we calculate the mean number of events N. Let Ne (resp. Ni) denote the electrons (reap.
ions) impact rate and Nph denote the photoeinission rate. If these processes are the dominant
charging processes, the charge equilibrium yields NeNI = Nph. Thus NNe+Ni+Nph = 2 Ne~
Using standard approximate

1 expressions~ for Ne (see for instance /14/), Equation (4) yields,
in the particular case ~d ~ w ~ ~r which is relevant for f < f~

2
v
2 — 0.8 iol2 S (m ) (fP)2 T½ f(4>) V2Hz1 (5)

C2(pF) f (ev)

where C is the antenna capacitance, S is target’s surface, 4> the ratio of its dc—potential
to the electron temperature T(ev) and f (4>) stands for the variation of the electron flux
(for 4> ~ 1, f(4>) — 1 ; if 4> < 0 f (4>) — e’). Usii~ ~tand~rd expressions of the antenna
capacitance, we obtain for V2 (in units of 10~ V Hz ), for wire and spherical dipole
antennas of radius a, assuming f(4>) — 1 and x = f/f < 1, the following values /10/

p
TABLE 2 Plasma Impact and Emission Noise

~ipole wire antenna dipole sphere antenna

2.2 ~ (Ln(~ ))2 T½~2 T½x2
D

For a monopole antenna, one must return to Equation (5) where S is the equivalent collecting
spacecraft surface. Since the capacitance is roughly two times the dipole one, the
expression in Table 2 should be multiplied by 0.25 times the ratio of the spacecraft and
antenna collecting surfaces. Comparing Table 1 and 2, one sees that the noise due to plasma
impacts is in practice much smaller than the thermal noise near the plasma frequency for a
dipole wire antenna. This is not the case for a double sphere antenna, nor for a monopole.

Figure 5 shows an application of these results to the ICE encounter with comet Giacobini—
Zinner. For the wire dipole antenna, the plasma impact or emission noise is negligible with
respect to the thermal noise except in the cold dense plasma sheet. On the other hand, for

the monopole antenna it is everywhere important ; from its amplitude, we deduce that the
spacecraft floating potential, which was positive in the solar wind, became — — 2 V in the
dense plasma sheet.

_________— Fig. 5 Noise spectrum measured near closest

E — approach (11 02 32 UT) on respectively thedipole (a) and monopole (b) antenna. The
continuous line is the theoretical plasma

~ —.—. . thermal and impact noise giving the best fit to

the results (bimaxwellian plasma with nc
670cm3 T = 1.7 1O4 K, ‘1H — 20, TH — 1.7

- Mopole i0~ K). a~On the dipole, the noise is mainly
— quasi—thermal, except at very low frequencies

a. the dashed line corresponds to the antenna arms
a) Dipole pointing in the sun direction then, the

— photoelectron current is negligible, yielding a
negative potential, thus f (4>) ~c. 1, and the
impact and emission noise is negligible

— _~__. ._._.~ _._ .L._. (Equation (5)). b) On the monopole, which is

always perpendicular to the sun direction, the
— — — . noise is mainly due to plasma impact and
____________ __________ ________ emission, producing an f2 power spectrum

30 100 300 (Table 2) for f ~ f~ ; the best fit yields a

FREQUENCY (kHz) spacecraft potential of order — 2 V.

Molecules impacts. Molecules high—velocity impacts produce a secondary emission of electrons
and ions. This has two main consequences. First, since the yields for secondary emission of
electrons (y ) and ions (y ) are generally not equal, this modifies the current balance
equation ; thus the spacecraA or antenna floating potential changes, which changes in turn
the plasma impact and emission noise calculated above. Second, these secondary electrons and
ions produce themselves a noise ; its general expression is given by Equation (4), with

Q—e and N Ye,iNG (if ‘~‘e,i ~ 1) where NG is the molecule impact rate.

JASR 5:12—D
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This effect is very important for the Giotto and Vega encounters with Halley, owing to the
high molecule impact rate and kinetic energy (see /15/). Let us

2galc~late it for the ICE/G—
Z encounter. First, taking a molecular production rate Q — 3. 10 s /16/ and a 21 km/s
velocity, and using the plasma parameters measured aboard ICE /2, 3/, we find that the
molecular (NG) and electron (Ne) impact rates satisfy HG/Ne < 10 / f (4>).

Second, the molecule kinetic energy in the spacecraft frame is too small (2 eV amu~) for
kinetic emission to occur /17,, so that y is negligible ; the yield due to sputtering,
is expected to be ~ 2. 10 /18/. Thu~, we find y ~ HG/N <<. 1 so that the effect of
molecules impacts is negligible, both on the floating po~hntial and on the noise.

Dust impacts. When a small dust grain hits the spacecraft or antennas with high velocity, it
is vaporized and ionized, as also a small part of the target’s material. This produces an
expanding plasma cloud, and a fraction Q of the released charge is recollected. The general
expression of the noise is still given by Equation (4) where N is the grain impact rate on
respectively the antennas (in dipole configuration) or the spacecraft (in monopole
configuration).

The charge released is a function of the grain mass m and velocity v, and of the target and
grain materials. This problem has been extensively studied in the frame of in—situ dust
detectors and yields a variation of the form Q — Q mn v~with ~ — 3.5 and 0.6 ~ a < 1. An
order of magnitude /19/ for ICE parameters is °

Q (cb) — A io2 m~9 (6)

where A ~ 1 stands for the proportion of the released charge that is recollected.

Let us now evaluate the time scales ~ and ~d in Equation (4). The decay time ~c of the
signal produced by an impact is stillrgiven by Equation (3). On the other hand, ~he rise
time ~ depends on the dynamics of the plasma cloud expansion and charge recollection (see
/ZO/).rI~ can be estimated by simple physical considerations /13/. In particular, it must be
smaller than the time taken by the diameter of the expanding cloud to reach the target’s
smallest size i.e. v < D/2 v , where D = a (antenna radius) in dipole configuration or D =
Ds/C (spacecraft size) in~nonopo1e configuration, and Vex is the cloud expansion
velocity (— 10 km/s for ICE). Other constraints are studied in the Meyer—Vernet et_al./l3/
paper ; in particular, it should be smaller than the time taken by the plasma density in the
cloud to decrease to the ambient level.

SPECTRAL DENSITY IV>P~f>N1’)

+

~ Fig. 6 Noise power spectrum measured
by the Planetary Radio Astronomy ins—

— - trument aboard Voyager at Uranus ring
plane crossing. This noise is inter-
preted as due to grain impacts on the
spacecraft and has provided dust para—

+ meters /13/. The spectrum is in f
4

because the frequency range is much

10 - - higher than the inverse of the rise
+ time of the signal due to each mdi—

+ vidual impact (see Fig.4) (from /13/).
+

- / -

to’ ~ 106
FREQUENCY Hz)

The corresponding spectra, with the generic form as given in Equation (4) and Figure 4, have
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indeed been measured by the Planetary Radio Astronomy experiment on Voyager 2 at
respectively Saturn /21/ and Uranus /13/ ring plane crossing, (Figure 6), and by the Plasma
Wave Instrument /22/ on the ICE/GZ encounter.

Fitting the observations with Equation (4) yields the quantity NQ
2 which is in fact (using

Equation (6)) a mean over the grains mass distribution.

NQ2 — A2 ~ SL V jMax dm d>IG m1~6 (7)

where S
1 is the target’s projected surface, dnG/dm is the number (per unit volume) of grains

of mass between m(g) and m + dm, and mMSXis the mass of the largest grains which have been
collected during the time intervall where the noise spectrum has been acquired.

APPLICATION UPPER LIMIT ON THE DUST

During the 20 minutes quiet tail crossing, the data fit almost perfectly the theoretical
plasma noise spectra. Using Equations (4) and (7) and taking account of the dead time, this
yields an upper limit on the dust in this region /2/. To obtain a conservative estimate, we
use A — 0.1. The measurements with the two different antennas, i.e. dipole with 5) — 3.5
icr

2 m2 (projected surface of the dipole antenna) and monopole with S~ 3.2m~ (total
projected surface of the spacecraft), yield two independent limits.

We find in particular that the mean dust_~on_c.~ntration, between 7800 and

10 15,000 km from
the comet nucleus, was smaller than 10 m for grains of mass m 10 g (i.~.2 radius

~ 3 ~m if the density is 1 g cm
3) or 2. io~3 m3 for grains of m ) 4 10 g (i.e.

radius ) 1 ~i.m if the density is 1 g cm3).

Now, we compare these figures with those derived from the plasma wave instrument /22/. These
authors do not decide wether the target for the impacts is the antenna or the spacecraft.
However, since their antenna is a symmetric dipole, the relevant target is expected to be
the antennas, except if the receiver system is itself disymmetric; in the latter case, the
amplitude detected would depend on this disymmetry and the interpretation of the results
would be rather unreliable. Thus, let us assume that their target is the antenna. They
detect grains with mass between 4 1012 and 10~0g, and their limit yields a grain mean
number density which is a little below our upper limit, thus perfectly compatible with it.

On the other hand, our figures are clearly incompatible with the results derived from
infrared imaging /23/. Note that the results from the plasma wave instrument are also
incompatible with the infrared results (since the compatibility would require, in the most
favorable case, that the detected grains be — 16 ia /23/ while the actual figures
are — 1 to 3 ~im/22/ ).

This incompatibility between both ICE results on one hand and ground—based results on the
other hand, suggests that either the impact ionization figures such as Equation (6) (and a
similar one used for interpreting the Plasma wave instrument data) are grossly
overestimated, or the grain model used for interpreting the infrared data is itself
erroneous and/or the grain density is much smaller than 1 g cm3. Indeed, the recent
encounters with Halley have shown that the dust models need important modifications /24,
25/; in addition, comet Giacobini—Zinner has been suggested from long time to have feather—
like grains with density much smaller than 1 g cm3.

APPLICATION PLASMA MEASUREMENTS

In the quiet plasma tail, the spectra measured on the dipole antenna fit almost perfectly
(Figure 3) the plasma thermal noise calculated /9/ with a bi—maxwellian electron velocity
distribution defined by the parameters nc, nH (cold and hot electron density), Tc, TN (cold
and hot electron temperature). The hot population contributes always by less than 10 7. to
the total electron density ; in most cases, it is a few percent. Its temperature is between
3 and 100 times the cold temperature /2, 3/. (Note that a warmer tail of the electron
velocity distribution would not be detectable with our frequency resolution, except if it
would contribute in an important way to the total electron pressure).

In practice, the fitting yields easily the total electron density (nc + nH), the cold
electron temperature (Tc) and the total pressure (a.(n T~+ nH TN)). The separate
determination of n~and TH is less precise since it requires a good frequency resolution in
the peak of the spectrum, which is not always achieved.
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Note also that, since the antenna length is much larger than both the spacecraft scales
(Figure 1) and the Debye lengths of the cometary plasma and the secondary plasma, we are
sure that we are detecting the cometary plasma itself. This configuration is especially
useful in the comet plasma tail because i) the comet electron temperature is of the same
order as that of the photoelectrons emitted by the spacecraft (1 to 2 eV), ii) the comet
electron bulk velocity in the spacecraft frame is low,, and iii) the photoelectrons density
near the spacecraft is expected to be greater than 100 cm

3, i.e. of the same order of
magnitude as the cometary plasma, so that the two populations cannot be safely distinguished
by ordinary sensors located near the spacecraft skin.

_________________________________________ Fig. 7 Electron density and tem—I I I I I I perature measurednear closest

temperature : approach by thermal noise spec—
- (Kx - troscopy with a bi—maxwellian
- - distribution. The density is
~ the total density (n + n )
- - while the teinperaturg is ~hat

of the cold population (Tc)~
In the dense plasma sheet, the

-to’ 1 I other population has mean para—
I I I I I meters nfl — 15 cm3, Tfl

— 10 eV. The spacecraft crossed
density ~ : the aberrated tail axis near

~cm3) 11.02.45 UT and the distance
plotted is along the S/C trajec-
tory (which was South—North at

:102 . 20.7 km/s) in the comet’s frame.

- limelUT)
I I I I I

‘058 1100 1102 11.01. 1106
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Figure 7 shows an expandedview of the total electron density and cold electron temperature
deduced in the central region /2, 3/. The — 1500 km (along ICE trajectory) wide region where
the density remains above 600 cm3 /2, 3/, (the maximum value being 700 cur3) corresponds to
the low (— 5 nT) magnetic field sheet separating the magnetic lobes of opposite polarity
/26/. Owing to the orientation of this plasma sheet at encounter time /26/, this corresponds
to a true width — 800 km.

In this region, the cold electron temperature remains constant at 1.4 eV. On the other hand,
we find a more variable warm population, near density 15 cur3 and temperature 10 eV. This
population contributes negligibly to the electron pressure, except in — 5000 km on both
sides of the plasma sheet, i.e. in the tail magnetic lobes ; this could suggest /3/ heating
processes possibly due to a viscous—like interaction with the solar wind /27/. The two
density peaks less than 500 km wide on each side of the plasma sheet suggest either cometary
rays or dynamic phenomena.

Figure 8 shows the same parameters plotted in a wider region as a function of the distance K
to the comet’s nucleus /3/. A striking point is that the density decreases rather abruptly
in the tail magnetic lobes on both sides of the plasma sheet, and then varies as 1r2 for R

~ 20,000 km /3/, while the temperature varies as 1r3. This R2 variation of the density,
which we find outside the region where the ions and neutrals are collisionally coupled, has
also be found by the Giotto Ion Mass Spectrometer in comet Halley outside the contact
surface /28/.

The 100 % fluctuations of both the density and temperature that we observe outside
a — 20,000 km, have been also found by other experimenters /4/ ; this region has been

termed the “sheath” /4/.

These in—situ results concern a linear cut of the comet’s tail nearly perpendicular to its
axis. This is at variance to earth—based measurements which generally involve an integration
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Fig. 8 Electron density and temperature as a function of the distance to the comet’s
nucleus. (The distance to the aberrated tail axis is shown at the bottom). The continuous
lines are R

2 and R3 variations for the inbound trajectory ; the dashed lines are their
symmetrical on the outbound side, showing a slight disymmetry (from /3/).

over the comet’s 3—Dimensional structure. By using our electron density measurements in the
plasma sheet and the coma R2 region, we can

1~timate the integrated electron density. The
resulting profile, which amounts to — 3. 10 electrons/cm

2 at closest approach can
interpret an H

20~emission profile measured during the encounter /29/ : the comparison of
both profiles gives important hints on the comet’s structure; in particular, it yields a
ratio of H20+ column density to total ion column density — 1:5 /30/.

A CONVENTIONALUSE OF THE RADIO—RECEIVER

The most important results obtained with the radio receiver during the comet’s encounter
stem from the unconventional use described above. However, though no comet’s proper radio
emission was recorded, a conventional use was performed when the comet occulted both the
galactic and earth radio sources /5/. The interpretation of the galactic source occultation
showed that the 3—dimensional large scale structure of the coma is consistent with the
structure determined from in—situ measurementsmade along the trajectory. The earth radio
source occultation showed that the large plasma density fluctuations measured by ICE in the
comet’s sheath along its trajectory exist also with similar properties in the perpendicular
direction /5/.
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